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Property investment                                                 

in the United Kingdom 

This newsletter is our way of staying in 

touch with everyone and providing an                                  

overview of the UK market and how we     

operate.  All feedback re content and              

format is always greatly appreciated 
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We have recently been advocating the 

benefits of conservatively refinancing a 

property and using the proceeds to               

invest elsewhere.  

A number of our clients are in the process 

of doing so, whilst others do not wish to             

increase the debt level for their properties. 

An example of one of the former is                  

Mr. Smith (not his real name!).  He is a           

retired government servant, lives in Asia 

and owns one apartment in London which 

we let and manage for him. 

We contacted his existing UK lender to see 

what his options were and they have                

offered to lend a further £65,000 on his         

existing property without increasing his 

monthly repayments. They could do this by                     

simply extending his existing loan for a             

further 7 years. 

Mr. Smith knows his apartment will always 

rent and more than cover his mortgage 

cost.  He is not overly concerned about 

owning a debt free property and would 

rather enjoy an attractive and secure                

income stream. 

If he refinances and reinvests the £65,000 

in a fixed interest opportunity with us he will 

receive £5,200 p.a. after tax, with the option 

of full repayment with six months notice.  

Importantly, his monthly financial                 

commitment/exposure will not increase.  

Refinancing is not for everyone, but it is 

worth exploring all the options before ruling 

it out.   

Extending your mortgage loan                

period may be very lucrative 

Views from the rooftop  

Referrals and the lack of marketing 

and social media exposure 

Over the years many people have                     

commented that, like many successful niche 

operators, we seem to do very little marketing 

and have a low social media profile  

We try to focus on what we are good at, i.e.            

developing quality properties and offering  

’blue chip’ investments and client service.  

Over the past twenty five years plus we have 

built our business through such referrals and 

also clients reinvesting or ‘topping up’ their 

investments with us.   

We firmly believe that a referral from a             

satisfied client is worth multiple adverts on 

social media and this approach has worked 

well for us.    

The demand for our  acol co-living/hmo 

properties is steadily growing and we are 

gradually expanding our operation to                     

accommodate this. 

The good news is that we have the capacity 

to keep up with demand. Importantly, we            

realise it is easy to fall into the trap of           

expanding too quickly and we won’t let that 

happen.   

I should mention that we don’t employ sales 

people and have always tried to avoid being 

seen as a sales organization.  We have          

always waited for our clients to volunteer          

referrals and have rarely asked for them.  

However, if we are to keep up with               

demand we need to seek more referrals,             

particularly for our fixed interest opportunities 

which allow us to develop enough properties. 

We are grateful for the support shown to us 

over many years and hope no-one is                    

offended if asked to help going forward. 

Tony Davies                                                   

Managing Director  
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and market updates 

rental update 

Demand for houses grows…. 

Redrow and Vistry, two large UK 

house builders, have reported that 

demand for new homes was 

stronger than expected in the first 

half of the year. Both companies 

are selling homes at rates 10% 

higher than in 2019. 

Prices are falling…... 

According to Halifax Bank house 

prices fell by 0.5% month on 

month in June.  The average cost 

of a home in the UK is now 

£260,358 which is 8.8% higher 

than the same month a year ago. 

…… or are they? 

Nationwide Building Society has            

reported that house prices rose by 

0.7% in June, down from a monthly 

rise of 1.7% in May. 

….. as supply drops 

The Royal Institution of Chartered               

Surveyors (RICS) has reported that the 

property sector suffered a third                   

consecutive fall in the number of             

properties coming on  to the market last 

month.   

The banks have been at it again 

The Financial Conduct Authority 

(FCA) has fined Lloyds Bank General               

Insurance Ltd. £90.7m for using             

misleading language in its home             

insurance renewal notices between 

2009 and 2019. 

Ultra - low interest rates 

According to Rightmove, ultra-low interest rates 

have helped more  people to get on the property 

ladder, or to upsize to bigger and more           

expensive homes,  

Many high loan-to-value mortgages were            

withdrawn by major high street lenders in the 

past year or so, but many have since returned to 

offering 90% and 95% mortgage products.           

This has contributed to more first-time buyers 

getting on the ladder than usual with similar 

budgets, creating competitive hotspots. 

Rental demand is up 

There was an average of 97 new       

prospective tenants registered per 

agency branch in May, up from 82 in 

April.  This is the highest year on 

year level recorded for May. 

The Welsh Government has recently introduced a “Tenancy Hardship Grant” scheme, which 

will open for applications in mid July.   

Under the scheme, working tenants living in Wales who have fallen into rent arrears as a re-

sult of the pandemic between 01/03/2020 and 30/06/2021 will be able to apply to the scheme 

for a grant to repay their rental debts.  The Welsh Government has set aside £10m for the 

scheme.  

This will be particularly welcome to landlords following the pandemic-driven changes to            

evictions legislation, under which the eviction process in case of rent arrears has become a 

slow process.  

 It is to be hoped that this model proves successful and provides impetus for the government 

 

July has been a busy month for us in terms of lettings and the results have been great.               

We have noticed a change in how tenants are looking for potential lets, with more looking on 

social media rather than traditionally through passing a sign on the street or in an estate agent’s 

window. 

RICS forecast 

A recent survey by the  

RICS resulted in 56% 

o f  r e s p o n d e n t s                

indicating they think 

property prices will           

continue to rise over 

the next twelve months. 

The Green Belt 

A survey by Bright Blue , 

a think tank,  has shown 

that 67% of adults under 

3 5  s u p p o r t  n e w                   

development on the green 

belt.  

Development of the               

protected land was                

supported by 65% of         

urban residents, but only 

43% of rural  residents. 



Our management team 

We were based in Hong Kong for almost twenty five years and since most of our clients live there they had the               

opportunity to meet our team.   Since we are now based in the UK this has become much more difficult.  We thought it 

might be helpful if we introduced the team so that everyone can ‘put a face to a name’; 

Tony Davies 
Managing Director 

Mike Ellis 
Head of Legal and        
Corporate Affairs 

Simon Jones 
Project Manager 

Alan Roberts 
Head of Finance 

Gina Redhead 
Group General            

Manager 

Lyn Tinkler 
Finance Manager 

Dan Wainwright             
Head of Development 

Denessa Chan 
Head of Client 

Services 

Jonathan Laybourne 
Project Manager 

Liz Matthews        
Dewisant Property 

Manager 

Si Jones 
Dewisant Senior 

Property Manager 

Claire Davies 
Receptionist             

Extraordinaire 

Emma Abdoll 
Admin. Manager 

We also have two on-site construction team members.  Due to the demand for our completed properties we are               

planning to add several more in the coming months.  This will allow us to bring more functions in-house and reduce 

our reliance on outside contractors.   

We have a simple philosophy when it comes to our management team; 

Knowing what we know about you today, if you came in for a job tomorrow, we would employ you? 

The good news is that we can honestly say that, for every team member, the answer is a resounding YES.   

We are extremely lucky that everyone has St David’s and our clients’ best interests at heart and is prepared to go the 

extra mile.  Long may that continue.  

 



The lack of tradesmen, apprenticeships and Brexit 

There is an acute shortage of building industry tradesmen in the UK and the problem 

is not as a result of the current building boom.  The problem has been growing for many years and the dearth of           

apprenticeships has been a major factor.   

In the not too distant past an apprenticeship in a recognized trade in the construction industry was the way forward for 

many who were leaving school with few, if any, formal qualifications.          

It didn’t matter whether the trade was bricklaying, carpentry, plumbing or whatever.      

Learning on the job with day release to a local college for four years meant you would be 

recognized as a qualified tradesman.  

Unfortunately, for the construction industry and many other industries, successive            

governments have pushed further education and tertiary courses in preference to              

apprenticeships.  They have allowed the training of tradesmen to be shortened and the         

image and prestige of having completed an apprenticeship to be down graded.   

For example, London Transport, a quasi-government operation, is having difficulty recruiting bus drivers so it is              

advertising 1,000 ‘apprenticeships’ in ‘bus driving’ rather than ‘traineeships’. It is not difficult to see why the appeal and 

standing of apprenticeships has been diminished in recent years. 

The government will argue that the old system was almost indentured labour and a revamp was necessary.                       

It is generally agreed that flaws existed and school leavers of today are more inclined to seek an office or retail job 

rather than manual work. However, there is almost universal agreement within multiple industries that the                           

apprenticeship system needs to be revamped.  Unfortunately, the efforts to date have been derisory. 

The government needs to take steps to entice people, particularly school leavers, 

into building trade apprenticeships and encourage small to medium sized               

companies to offer them. It also needs to formalize what qualifies as an                    

apprenticeship.   We doubt  either will happen any time soon. 

As for Brexit, prior to the vote the building industry filled the need for  tradesmen by 

importing them from the EU, particularly eastern Europe.  The uncertainty over 

their future in the UK has seen many tradesmen leave and the lack of ongoing         

recruitment due to visa issues etc and red tape has resulted in diminishing           

numbers and as expected, rising costs.   

This is being felt in multiple sectors and whilst the government wants to be seen to be restricting immigration the reality 

is that we need a larger workforce than we currently have.  We either have to accept the ongoing labour shortage or 

ease immigration restrictions. 

If the UK is to solve its housing crisis it needs to build more homes. To do that it needs more tradesmen.                      

Some will argue that the situation will improve over time as the shortage of capable labour will drive up wages which 

will attract more labour and so forth.  This may work in the long–term, but it is of little benefit to the building industry in 

the short to medium term.  It also won’t help those who need to find a home now.  

It may not be fair to blame all of the building industry’s problems on the government.  However, it is fair to expect it  to 

introduce measures to eradicate the problem.  Unfortunately, it is unlikely to do so in the near future. 

Comment 
 

 

 

We have just acquired another property in Birkenhead,                       

Merseyside.   

Over the next six months we will totally refurbish and convert 

it to an acol co-living/hmo property comprising five                           

bedrooms, five bathrooms and a communal kitchen/dining 

area. 

The property will show a real net yield after ALL costs of 7.5% 

plus p.a. 

 



 Our fixed interest opportunity is closing shortly 

Interest rate – 8% p.a. after UK tax  ;  Minimum investment - £25,000 

 Investment period – six months plus ;  No bank debt 

Security – floating charge over the company’s assets and properties 

The opportunity does not involve direct, ongoing ownership of a                 

property.  The funds will be utilised by us to acquire and refurbish acol co-

living/hmo properties for resale.  The interest does 

not depend on the rental market as the properties 

are sold on completion of the refurbishment.   

Please contact us for further information. 

 

Frequently asked           

questions  

Why do you raise loan funds instead of funding your projects yourselves? 

Our own resources would not allow us to develop enough acol projects to keep up 

with demand.  Funding from our clients simply helps us develop more of them, which 

benefits everyone.   

All the funding comes from investors, why don’t you borrow some of the funds from a 

bank?   

Banks and other such lenders require a first (and often a sole) charge over the           

property and will typically lend 50% to 70% of the gross development value. If our 

investors fund the balance, i.e. the equity component, then they would have to do so 

on an unsecured basis.  Their second or non-existent charge means virtually no     

protection.  We think this is unfair so our investors provide all the funds and have a floating charge over all the assets 

including the properties, which adequately protects them.  

How can you afford to pay 8% p.a. interest after tax as it sounds quite high? 

We have learnt over the years that it is all about a win-win situation for everyone involved.  We sell quality properties 

at fair and reasonable prices so our end buyers are happy. The profit margins are accordingly not huge, but they still 

allow us to pay 8%, p.a. after tax (which keeps our fixed interest investors happy) and earn a profit which keeps             

everyone at St David happy. If we become greedy we would end up alienating either end buyers or fixed interest         

investors.  The formula works for everyone so we see no need to change it. 

What happens if the projects take longer than expected to complete? 

This has no impact on our fixed interest investors as the interest is annualized and paid quarterly regardless.               

Any delay impacts our profitability, but we have factored this possibility into our cost structure.  

What happens if you can’t sell the properties? 

Quality properties will always sell, it is just a question of the price they sell for. Any reduction in price impacts only us 

as the interest rate is fixed and paid on an quarterly ongoing basis and is not subject to the price we receive.   

HMOs are bought and sold on a rental yield basis.  Rents would have to fall before HMO sales values fell and as the 

pandemic has shown, the housing shortage is so great and rental demand is so strong that this is highly unlikely to 

happen.  

As a last resort, we could of course rent out the properties and secure a 7.5% - 10% net yield which would cover the 

fixed interest cost until the properties were sold and funds could be re-used or returned to investors. 

Why is there a six months notice period to get my money back? 

Our projects typically take six months, so you might have to wait that time for the project to finish, assuming you told 

us the day after you invested.  If you tell us nearer the completion date you would of course get your funds back in a 

shorter period.  
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Thought of the month 
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Something lighter 

 

The five rights of property investment 

Invest in the right property in the right location at the right time                     
for the right price from the right developer/adviser 

Our MD has delayed his    

return to HK/BKK until the 

current Covid-19 travel         

restrictions have eased  

If you would like to             

discuss our projects and 

services in the meantime 

please contact us 

 

It would be a dull life if we knew                       
everything in advance — half the fun is 

learning along the way 

‘The house will triple in valuation            
after it has been renovated’ 

So the wording of the estate agent’s             
advert was correct! 

Did you know? 

UK capital gains tax is not paid by overseas investors on the 

sale of a commercial property 

If you own your property jointly, either as a married couple, 

partners or friends, you have the option of two kinds of               

ownership: beneficial joint tenants or tenants in common.        

This is the case whether you own the property as a freeholder 

or leaseholder.  

The John Lewis Partnership (owner of department stores and 

Waitrose supermarkets) plans to build 10,000 houses over the 

next decade. 

House prices on the fringe of London rose by 4.1% over the 

past year. 

Knight Frank has advised that £36.8 billion of capital is                

targeting London’s super-prime market as buyer demand rises. 

There was a 12% rise in the over 75 age group between 2016 

and 2020, which has fuelled demand for senior housing. 

Welcome aboard  -  Emma Abdoll 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Having spent the past 10+ years in Nigeria, 

Emma recently relocated to Chester. Emma 

is happily married to Riaan and has two 

sons, Max 18 and Rafe 13 and a feisty dog 

called Sir Robert. 

 Emma loves to travel, her favourite place to 

visit is Cape Town in South Africa, followed 

closely by Dubai.  

Loves: Spicy food, the hotter the better!  

Hates: Tomatoes  

Football team: Liverpool FC 


